Course Disciplines for BA and BS Degrees at Southern Oregon University

**Bachelor of Arts Degree**

*Complete the equivalent of one year of study of a foreign language at the second-year level or above (SPAN 3+4). Complete at least 32 semester or 48 quarter units from any combination of courses in these Arts and Humanities curricula.*

| ARAB | ART | ARTH | CAS | COMM | CORE | DMF | ENG | ENGL | ETHN | FL | FLM | FR | FREN | GER | GL | HIST | HUM | JPN | JRN | MUP | MUS | PHIL | PHL | REL | SHS | SPAN | SPCH | SSPC | TA | THEA | USEM | VP | WR | WS |
|------|-----|------|-----|------|------|-----|-----|------|------|----|-----|-----|------|-----|----|------|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|----|-----|------|-----|-----|------|-----|-----|

1) **Underlined** = COS & SOU courses

2) **Not Underlined** = SOU courses

3) Courses in your major, general education, and electives count toward satisfying the BA or BA requirement.

---

**Bachelor of Science Degree**

*Complete at least two courses in mathematics, programming, statistics, or logic (PHIL 4). Complete at least 32 semester or 48 quarter units from any combination of courses in these Business, Computer Science, Mathematics, Natural Science, and Social Science curricula.*

| ADJ | AM | ANTH | ASL | ASTR | BA | BI | BIO | CAS | CCJ | CH | CHEM | CS | CSCI | DMF | EC | ECE | ECON | EDUC | ED | ENGR | ES | FCS | G | GEOG | GEOL | HE | HEA | HS | HST | IS | MATH | MBA | MM | MS | MTH | NAS | NR | NURS | PE | PEAC | PEFI | PEMA | PH | PHSC | PHYS | POLS | PS | PSY | SOC | SSC | SSPC |

---
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